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A STORY OF TRUE GRIT

THE REMARKABLE AUSTRALIAN TERRIER



These dogs, especially the one in the center looking 
out at us, are the early  British terriers from which the 
Australian Terrier was probably descended.

The Terrier, Sydenham Edwards, circa 1880, from his 
Cynographia Britannica
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Presentation Notes
For over 100 years or more (from the late 1700s up to 1900), dogs of various types referred to as “terriers” were transported to and from Australia and England, Scotland and Ireland in ships under sail.  The earliest voyages to the Southern Hemisphere were eventually enhanced by Britannia’s mastery of seafaring skills.  Advances in mapping the southern hemisphere and invention of the maritime clock forged the era of men, women and dogs brought to Australia in British sailing ships. The earliest dogs accompanied individuals or families traveling to and from Australia on government service.  By the 1820s it was the free settlers of Australia who quickly favored some basic characteristics in their terriers that suited their needs.Early imports were mainly so-called Scotch, Skye, Dandie Dinmont terriers, Short-Haired Skyes, Irish Terriers, and Yorkshire terriers. The Irish is thought to be the source of the sandy/red color seen very early on in Australian Terriers. Early imports to the new continent were meant to work. 



A likeness of a small terrier, indigenous to the border 
of England and Scotland around the 1850’s

A Scotch TerrierFlora, the old working type of Skye Terrier 
Illustrated Book of the Dog, Vero Shaw, 1880

Early Irish Terrier , circa 1859
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Presentation Notes
Photos will fly in Although several areas, such as Tasmania and Victoria, lay claim to being the birthplace of the “Australian terrier”, it is likely that the breed’s earliest forerunners were present in most of the early settled areas.	



Small and Sturdy
Strong heads with large teeth and a good terrier voice.  

Natural Hunter
Lithely built and speedy, capable of leaping in the air and whipping around quickly – to 
dangerous vermin and deadly snakes

Game
Able to herd cattle or sheep

Good  Companion
Keen and alert, watchdog against intruders

Coat
Harsh, moderate in length to withstand the harsh native undergrowth, resistant to  
extremes of hot/dry or cold /rainy weather, protective furnishings around his head, 
front and neck to defend himself against retaliation by deadly quarry.

Form and Functions of the Australian Terrier, set early
Changed little since
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Presentation Notes
Animation – each click will   bring in  an item



Australian Terrier on a Crate in the Garden                                  
Lucien Henry painting, 1890

Rough Coated Terrier, a first prize winner 
1889 Victorian Dog Show

Painting featuring an Australian Terrier and a Silky Terrier
William Harrowing-painting late 19th century

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS 1890’S

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The illustration of a Rough Coated Terrier (top right) is that of a first prize winner in 1889 at an early Victorian dog show.The Rough-coated Terrier was first exhibited in Australia in 1862 in Tasmania, in Melbourne, Victoria in 1868 and 1872, and in New South Wales at the Sydney Metropolitan Exhibition in 1873. During this period they were described as Blue and Tan, black and tan, dogs of blackish-blue sheen body coat, or as in classes for “Blue and tan broken-coated terriers” at the Sydney Metropolitan Exhibition in New South Wales by 1873.  The Sandy color also was being exhibited as early as 1873 in Victoria, referred to as “Victorian Sandies”, and in South Australia and New South Wales.  It is said that the first mention of a Red color was in 1896..



HISTORICAL PREFERENCES EXPANDED WITH STANDARDS 
OF 1887, 1896 with minor changes in 1926

Small and Sturdy, Natural Hunter defined by:

Coat

• Strong head with large , powerful teeth, small eyes
• Prohibition of ear cropping (1895) resulted in both drop ears and 

naturally prick ears. Drop ears eliminated by 1926 reprint
• Small in size and weight
• Long, slightly arched neck, body slightly longer than tall, with well-

angulated forequarter, hindquarters, tail docked

• Hard, straight, 2-2 1/2 inches in length, topknot softer texture and 
lighter color than body coat 
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Presentation Notes
Click for the detail



Challenges to the Breed 
• Prohibition of ear cropping in 1895, led to the appearance of 

both resulting in both natural drop and natural prick ears 
(Standard of 1896)

• The growing popularity of the local Australian Silky Terrier and 
the Yorkshire Terrier imported from England

Meeting the Challenges 
• 1898,  Victoria – Resurgence of entries in classes for  the Rough-Coated 

Terrier at the Victorian Poultry and Dog Society’s Dog Show with an 
entry of 46

• 1899,  New South Wales- Breed classified for the first time as 
“Australian Terrier Rough-Coated” at the   Intercolonial 
Exhibition in Sydney.  Four (4) dogs and seven (7) bitches 
entered; six(6) were Sandies and five(5) were Blue-and-Tans.  

Challenges to the Future of the  Breed
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Presentation Notes
To animate this side, click twice for the first detail, then once for each other detail



Sydney Silky Terrier - Ch. Ideal  (circa 1906)

Australian Terrier – Ch. Blue Clipper (circa 1906)

AUSTRALIAN TERRIER V. SILKY TERRIER



1901 Australia becomes a nation

1904 - 1914 The first New South Wales Australian Terrier Club

1905 Members of the press in both Victoria and New South Wales finally supported 
use of the term  “Australian”, claiming the appropriateness of acceptance in 
Victoria, considering the important early Standard had been published in 
Melbourne as far back  as 1887.

CH. Tarago Masher, bred by Mr. George Keyser 
of Melbourne, Cassell’s New Dog Book, 1907GD. Ch. Monaro Glenaro (1905) Woodstock Cup winner. 

Owner Mr. George Johnson
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Presentation Notes
Click to animate the details for each date. Twice for the first one, then once for others



1910 England. Mrs. J. R. Woods’ dogs-
Woodstock Doongarah  and Woodstock WirreeMrs. Woods and her Aussies 

around 1910

Mrs. Tebbs Aussies , Sydney and Jacko,
imported to England from India in the 1920’s Winker of Fame- one of the earliest photos 

of Aussies from the Fall Archives of ATCGB

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS IN ENGLAND,  1910-1930

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Australian Terrier was introduced to England in the early 1900s, championed by Mrs. J. R. Woods, Woodstock Kennels.



AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS IN AUSTRALIA , 1920s-1930s 

Cheerio Pataudi
All Sandy variety established by Mr.        
McPharlin of S.A. - 1930.

Ch.  Westmead Buster
1930’s Westmead, NSW 
produced especially excellent Sandy Aussies 

Champion Grendon Brood Bitches
1930’s, Mr. Mitchell’s Grendon Kennels in Victoria

Ch. Sturt Gloucester – 1936 - 12 years old.
Mr. Nippard’s Sturt lines sought after as foundation stock
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The Australian Terrier Comes of Age 1940-1950
Two men, Fred Wheatland and Frank Longmore, re-established the ATC in Victoria in 
the 1940s.  Both men were judges in Victoria with a special interest in the Australian 
Terrier and the Silky Terrier.  Together with Bill Wiltshire, Jr. and members of the 
Club, they revised the Standard in 1943.  It was adopted by the Victorian Kennel 
Control Council in 1947.
• Increased weights to 12-14 pounds from 10-11 pounds to eliminate weedy dogs.

• Small, pointed, well-carried and erect Ears became the Standard; Dropped ears 

were relegated to a stated Fault.

• “Crooked legs” added to Faults, an attempt to stabilize good fronts.

• Previously stated Faulty curly and woolly coats expanded to include silky coat 

texture.

• Color defined more clearly as “blue or blue-black or grey-black” in Blue-Tans;  

Smuttiness or dark shadings undesirable in the Sandies or clear Reds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click on  left blank space for each item to appearTell audience:During this period the system of State Kennel Control Councils developed into an Australian National Kennel Control Council in 1949.



KCC Ch. Merryvale Nurelee (Nurelle),
Winner, First “Parade” in Victoria 1946 

Ch. Seven Oaks Caruso, 
Winner, First Championship Show, Vic 1949

"Sandies generally speaking very even in 
color; also better in front caused by the fact 
that they are further from the ground, and 
that naturally helps the front appearance.”

OBSERVATIONS FROM THE PAST
"Report of First Parade in The Australian Dog News 
– “The splendid entry of 60 dogs exceeded 
anticipation…although the breed was very much 
mixed in general make up, there was plenty of 
material exhibited which should go a long way in 
bringing these terriers nearer to the Standard 
generally. Most common faults :  bad fronts, blocky 
heads. bad broken  and poor Blue color .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The qualities we look for today in a typey Aussie can be seen in abundance in dog on left:  long head, strong muzzle, neck set into well laid back shoulders, long upper arm, tail set on high, level topline.  Dog on right has many of these qualities, however he is too long in leg, perhaps from a growth spurt. **point out what the judge says about the sandy dogs fronts that are on the slide itself, toward the bottom of the slide text.  An interesting comment. 



Champion Merryvale Pixie

Ch. Seven Oaks Blue Sprigan (back)  
Ch. Seven Oaks Winsome (front)

The two dogs pictured here, apart from size, could be 
shown successfully today. They have excellent type 
and structure with especially correct, beautiful 
heads. Note the top dog's light colored top knot, long 
head, straight front legs. 

Influence on Breed Type  AUSTRALIA 1950’s and 1960’s. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Click on  the photos for the TextCh. Merryvale Pixie, with her littermate Ch. (Merryvale) Nurelee, become the foundation dam and sire of Mrs. Marjorie Bywater’s successful Seven Oaks Kennels in Victoria. In 1959, Mrs. Bywater and 10 of her Australian Terriers flew to the U.S. for an extended stay with Mrs. Nell Fox of New Jersey. Seven  of these dogs were left with Mrs. Fox when Mrs. Bywater returned to Australia. Thus Seven Oaks dogs and their successors, including the Tinee Town lines of Mrs. Pat Connor, the fabled breeder of Australian Terriers in Victoria, became particularly important as imports to America in the 50’s and 60’s.The two blue & tans in the photo on the right are dogs that, apart from size, could be shown successfully today.  They have excellent type and structure with especially correct, beautiful heads.  In the photo on the left, note the dog's light colored top knot, long head, straight front legs. 



Pre- World War II  Australian Terriers

Mr. Moss’s (NSW) Grand Ch. Torres Blue 
Jacket, 1930. Exported to England.

CH Sturt Major



CH Dandy of Zellah- 1947
Foundation Sire of Elvyne Kennels , England

CH Elvyne Brass Tacks – 1951
Grandson of Ch. Dandy of Zellah

1940’s -50’s …England and Ireland Post WW  II

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Read the following comments of the Duchess of Gloucester. Point out the length of leg on the dogs.  Aussie Terriers are not short legged.On arriving in Australia with her husband the Duke of Gloucester, the newly appointed Governor General of Australia after WWII, the Duchess of Gloucester wrote: ‘I was also rather disconcerted at the number of poisonous snakes that were killed in the grounds during the first weeks of our occupation.  This was a great worry with William running about, not to mention the children (of the staff), so on our friends’ advice we got an Australian terrier.  With a dog nosing about everywhere snakes made off and also it dispensed of any real need for the children to collect balls from under the bushes…where snakes liked to lurk.’



Tawny Boy of Billabong and Cheery of Zellah 

Billabong Aussies, Ireland 1950’s

In Ireland, some excellent Red or Sandy dogs were 
being produced based on English bloodlines.  The ATC of 
Great Britain added “and Northern Ireland” to the Club 
name.  Four Irish dogs imported to or whose puppies 
were sent to the USA, appear on Foundation Pedigrees 
of the ATCA : Cognac of Billabong, Sarah of Billabong, 
Disraeli of Billabong, and Thornley Chanter, a son of 
imported Grendon Red Shadow.

Ireland to America 1950s-1960s



Nell Fox, John Harjes, and the AKC

• Foundation Pedigrees
• Australian Terriers dominate 

Westminster Miscellaneous 
Classes-1958,1959, 1960

• 1960- Highest miscellaneous entry 
ever at Westminster

• 1958 (9), 1959 (44), 1960 (58).
• ATCA admitted to AKC Registry in 

1960
Ronald Bunda in Central Park, 
NYC, with John Harjes’ Blu-
Crest Australian Terriers, 1950

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Australian Terriers dominated the Westminster Miscellaneous Classes in 1958, 59 and 60, in an effort to call attention to the popularity of the breed while the Parent Breed Club sought recognition by the American Kennel Club.The 1958 Westminster K C Miscellaneous Class included  9 Australian Terriers;  The 1959 the WKC Miscellaneous Class had its largest entry to date, including 44 Australian Terriers; in 1960 the number of Australian Terriers rose to 58 in Miscellaneous at Westminster.  With this overwhelming 	presentation of popularity of the breed, any trace of discredit the AKC might have harbored initially due to reports of tainted bloodlines caused by late cross-breeding with the Yorkshire and Silky Terriers, was overcome, and the AKC accepted the breed to registry in America in May 1960.



An active working terrier, keen expression, strong , punishing jaw, hindquarters 
with drive and power, free movement of stifles and hocks; desirable weight 14 
pounds. 
• The Aussie has become too big and heavy”; he is NOT a thick-set heavy dog, short-necked and 

solid for his size.  Should be light and springy on his legs and feet and very active.
• Coats too soft and wavy instead of the harsh, straight dense top coat with short soft undercoat.  
• Too many black and tan dogs winning instead of those with  blue, steel blue or dark grey-blue 

called for in the Standard.
• Many sandy dogs seen as “right off Aussie type”.  Should be “Clear, sandy or red; smuttiness 

or dark shadings undesirable.  Topknot a shade lighter.”
• Judges should not ask the Australian Terrier for more bone and substance if he has the 

characteristics described above…  They should insist “on free movement around the judging 
ring.”

Frank Longmore on the Australian Terrier in Australia in 1966

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To animate this side, click twice for the first detail, then once for each other detailTell audience :	We are going to look at the comments on Australian Terrier Breed Type of  TWO  men- Frank Longmore and Fred Wheatland of Australia.	We begin with FRANK LONGMORE –	In 1959 –The Australian Kennel Control appoints committee to revise the Australian Standard. Frank Longmore represents Victoria on the committee.   It is this committee’s standard approved in 1962 that has carried the breed forward in its native land with a few additions  in 1995.In 1966- Frank Longmore reported on the changes in the breed in Australia in the February Victorian Kennel Control Council Gazette.That same year Longmore’s article was reprinted in the Australian Terrier Club of America Newsletter, Summer, 1966.



• Cautioned that only a few established kennels in Australia had avoided detrimental cross-breeding and 
remained pure over the past 30-50 years.

• Advocated the adoption of the Australian Standard by the American Kennel Club to avoid discrepancies 
that already existed.  Especially regarding Color, Wheatland opted for removal of inequality of 
preference for the Blue and Tans from the American Standard.  This was finally achieved in the 
American Standard Revision of 1970.

• Saw too much variation in type, bone, size and substance.  For Wheatland, TYPE meant the overall 
picture of the dog, not just the head.

• Felt that a foreign expression was created by  rounded ears allowed in the American Standard 
• Supported requiring leather on the nose extending to the bridge of the muzzle in an adult dog.  He felt 

there was a correlation between presence of hairless leather on the muzzle and strength of foreface. 

• Recommended adding to the American Standard: Neck slightly arched, Muzzle free of long hair, and 
undesirableness of tan hairs or tan smut in a blue coat. Incorporated into American Standard except for
muzzle free of  long hair.

• Recommended expanding the Gait or Movement sections should be expanded in the American 
Standard.  

Fred Wheatland’s Advice to U.S. Australian Terrier Breeders, 1966

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To animate this side, click twice for the first detail, then once for each other detailTell audience:W. A. “FRED” WHEATLAND’s comments1964-Fred Wheatland’s landmark book was published in Australia, The Australian Terrier and the Australian Silky Terrier1966- Wheatland toured the United States visiting Australian Terrier Kennels and attending dog shows. His observations were published in the ATCA Newsletter, Summer, 1966.



1950s-1960s – Aussie Type

Ch. Tinee Town Talkbac, “Joey” Imported (born 1968)  

Wonga Rhon Freckles, imported to US Ch. Redberry Comrade, Imported 1966 

Ch. Taralee 
Many TARALEE EXPORTS TO America had this dog in their pedigrees



The American  Standard – 1960, 1970, 1988
Issues over the Years

Height 10-11 inches at the withers.  Deviation in either direction to be discouraged.
Australian Standard(1962) states approximately 10 inches at withers is 
desirable, with bitches slightly less.

Color The American Standard Revision of 1970 finally established equal 
status among the 3 colors, Blue and Tan, Sandy and Red.

Weight Good working condition, medium bone, correct body proportions, 
symmetry and balance determine proper weight.  
Australian Standard (1962) calls for approximately 14 lbs for dogs, 
with bitches slightly less.

Ears Pointed ears (not slightly rounded at tips)

Bite Scissors bites are required in both the American 
and the Australian Standards.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click for each detail. Ask other presenters if they have anything to add to this section on history.



Judging the Australian Terrier

The breed’s naturalness is an important characteristic.  It 
is not flashy, exotic, extreme or exaggerated. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
General Appearance:  A small sturdy medium boned working terrier, body rather long in proportion to height with pricked ears and docked tail.  Notice the soft silky topknot, ruff and apron.  These are distinctive breed characteristics.



Body Profile

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A bitch (left)and a dog (right) with correct length of body, prominent forechest and keel.  Observe the long slightly arched neck which blends smoothly into well laid back shoulders.



Expression

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Their expression keen and intelligent; their manner spirited and self-assured. Sparring-It is acceptable to bring dogs out into the center of the ring to look at each other, but the dogs should not be encouraged to get out of control.   



• Australian Terriers are sound

• Free moving

• With good  reach and drive

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As befits their heritage as versatile workers, Australian Terriers are sound and free moving with good reach and drive.



Size 
Proportion

Substance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Height 10-11” at the withers.  Deviation in either direction is to be discouraged.     Proportion-The body is long in proportion to the height of the dog.  The length of back from the withers to the front of the tail is approximately 1-1 ½” longer than from withers to the ground.Hair at the base of a dog’s neck and that at the front side of the tail can give the appearance of a back shorter or equal in length to its height from withers to ground.  This dog was measured & the length of his back was just slightly more than 1” longer than his height.  Long can correctly be used to describe the length of his body. NOTE that this is because od the prominent forechest and well angulated rear.Substance-Good working condition, medium bone, correct body proportions, symmetry and balance determine proper weight.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note the length of body which appears long in proportion to height. The length of body includes a prominent forechest and well angled buttocks.  The Aussie does not present a square outline.  



The Australian Terrier
Head

• Proportions
• Expression
• Ears
• Skull & Muzzle
• Nose, Lip, Teeth

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The correct Aussie Terrier head is distinctive and cannot be mistaken for any other breed!  The head is long and strong.  Eyes are set well apart.Sides of the skull are clean…free of excessive thickness in the cheekbones. Nose black, and lips tight and dark brown or black-rimmed.  Topknot silver or a lighter shade than head color. 
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When viewed from the front or side, the skull is flat and slightly longer than it is wide.  Note the slight but definite stop.  The muzzle long and strong;  there is slight fill under and between the eyes, which are set at a slightly oblique angle.   Eyes are small, dark brown to black, oval in shape.  The expression is keen and the eyes are set well apart.  Ears are small, erect and pointed, set high on the skull but well apart.  Nose leather can be seen on the muzzle and this is a desirable trait. These characteristics can also be seen on the puppies on the right.   Also note the center figure’s cat feet!   



Proportions: Skull & Muzzle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proportions:  Head & Muzzle:  One to one proportion of length of skull and length of muzzle.  The distance from the tip of the nose to the stop is equal to the distance from the stop to the occiput.  The skull is slightly longer than it is wide.  



Elements of Correct Eye Expression

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keen in expression.Dark brown to black (the darker the better), small, and set well apart.Set at a slightly oblique angle, with fill between and below them.Rims are black, oval in shape.



• Shape

• Size

• Color

• Rims

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	The eye rims on this dog are the correct oval shape, narrow and black.   The eyes are small, black and set well apart and at an oblique angle.  There is fill between and beneath the eyes. 	The following are incorrect:  lack of pigmentation, liver colored pigmentation, and excessive (too wide) black rims.	Faults:  Light-colored or protruding eyes.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Correct ears are small and pointed, set on high and well apart. This sounds like a contradiction, but it is not.If the outer edge of the ear is vertical – some describe it as the sides forming part of an equilateral triangle – the point of the ear should be directly above the outer corner of the eye.Aussie Terriers are sensitive in the use of their ears.  They may lay their ears back when you approach.  This is a friendly gesture.  If he doesn’t respond to your attempt to get him to raise his ears, try again when the dog is on the ground!  Some dogs respond to sound, others to hand movement.When gaiting, a dog may fold his ears back. 



• Nose 
• Lips
• Nose Leather
• Teeth

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Aussie Terrier’s nose is black.  Mature dogs may have an area free of hair running up the bridge of the nose forming an inverted “v”.  This black area, the nose leather, is a desirable breed characteristic of the mature Australian Terrier.  Lips-Tight and dark brown or black-rimmed.The muzzle is strong, with long, powerful jaws and large, evenly spaced teeth that meet in a scissors bite.  The teeth should not be crowded. The correct bite has upper incisors fitting over the lower incisors and the two jaws line up, one directly over the other.  



Summary:  The Head

• Proportions
• Topknot
• Eyes
• Ears
• Muzzle & Skull

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This dog’s head has the desired light colored, soft, silky topknot called for in the standard.  He has a long strong muzzle and the correct one to one proportion of length of muzzle (measured from nose to stop) & length of head (measured from stop to occiput). His skull is long and flat, slightly longer than it is wide. There is a slight but definite stop.  The nose is black; lips are tight and dark.  When examining place your hands one on each side of the head.  You should feel a more rectangular shape rather than a pie-shaped wedge.  If your hands flare out on the sides of the skull, check the width of the skull which should be slightly narrower than it is long. Incorrect:  a too wide skull, a domed skull, a weak, snipey muzzle, a muzzle lacking a chin, or a too short muzzle.  



Neck, Topline, Body

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transition slide leading into discussion of the neck, topline and body.   



• Neck

• Topline

STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS 
OF CORRECT BREED TYPE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Neck is long and slightly arched, reaching forward as well as up.  Feel the neck for its length and check that the arch is dog and not artful grooming.Topline- Level and firm.



Correct Proportions - BODY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The body is sturdy with well-sprung ribs…. the ribs should not be rounded.  The chest reaches approximately 1” below the elbows with a distinct keel.  *Green line marks the depth of chest. The loin is strong and fairly short (no more than four fingers wide) with slight tuck-up.  *Red arrow marks length of loin    Faults:  Cobbiness, too long in loin.Length of leg from the elbows to the ground is at least 50% of the dog’s height measured from the withers to the ground.   *blue line depicts length of leg.Although Aussie Terriers are classified among the short legged terrier breeds, with at least 50% of their height coming from length of leg they are not short legged.



Tail Set and Carriage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tail - Set on high and carried erect at a 12 to 1 o’clock position, docked in balance with the overall dog leaving slightly less than one half, a good hand-hold when mature.  The length of the tail should be in balance with the neck and enhance the over-all balance of the dog.Tail carriage-The two dogs on the left are carrying their tails at 12 o’clock position and the two dogs on the right are at a 1 o’clock position.  Both are correct.  When excited the Aussie Terrier’s tail may be carried temporarily over his back.    Letter for judges on Tails is included in the packet



STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS 
OF CORRECT BREED TYPE

• Correct Proportions

• Long Head

• Level Topline

• Correct angulation

• Legs well under the body

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While this dog is carrying an abundance of coat, the elements of structural  breed type are visible.  The body is considerably longer than the back because of correct angulation.  The appearance of a prominent forechest is easily seen, but judges should check.  An over abundance of hair can hide a lack of forechest.  On this dog the placement of the legs suggests correct structure and forechest which will be verified when the dog is examined and when gaiting. The neck reaching forward and up is another indication of correct structure.   



• Shoulder

STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS 
OF CORRECT BREED TYPE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Withers- Feel that there is only a slight space between the shoulder blades at the withers,  and that the shoulders are well laid back.  Shoulder blade and upper arm should be of equal length, ideally forming a 90 degree angle. The best way to see is to feel with your hands!  Faults: Straight, loose and loaded shoulders



•Forechest

•Elbows 

•Ribs

STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS 
OF CORRECT BREED TYPE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Forechest- should protrude at the front with a distinct keel and prominent forechest.  Lack of forechest  can be disguised with an abundance of coat!   Judges should check for the prominent forechest which is a structural element of breed type.Elbows-should be located below the withers, with forelegs set well under the body.Ribs-should be well sprung and the chest should drop about 1 inch below the elbow.



Forequarters

 Forechest prominent
 Distinctive keel
 Elbows below withers
 Forelegs set well under
 Chest about 1” below elbow

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With shoulder blade & upper arm of equal length forming a 90 degree angle, the front legs are positioned well under the body.  Thus, the forechest with its distinctive keel is made prominent.  When examining a dog, place your hand palm-up in front of the forelegs and raise it to feel a handful of forechest, not just a lot of hair!The elbows should lie close to the chest and be located directly below the withers.  The chest extends about 1” below the elbows.In the dog above, even with his feet in the grass you can see that the length of leg is 50-60% of his height.  Height Is measured from the withers to the ground. The neck reaches forward in front of the dog and fits smoothly into the shoulder.Also note the blue thumb print on the side of the skull which sometimes can be found on blue & tans.  This dog also has a silver and blue body coat with an agouti pattern.  The agouti color pattern consists of alternating bands of blue and silver with the darker color at the tips.   



Presenter
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Shoulders are long, well laid back, set on high, clean and free from muscle build-up.  Loaded, short or straight shoulders are incorrect.  The Upper arm should equal the length of the shoulder blade.  The elbows should lie flat against the side of the rib cage and turn neither in nor out.  With puppies and teenagers, the chest usually has not dropped or fully sprung, thus looseness of the elbows may occur. 	Forelegs are straight and set well under the body.  The keel or breastbone is thus made prominent in profile by the correct position of the forelegs. The forelegs when viewed from the front are parallel.  Bone is round and medium in size.  	Pasterns are strong with only slight slope.  From the pasterns down the leg should be free of long hair.	Dewclaws-Removed.	Feet-Small, clean, catlike;  toes arched and compact, nicely padded, turning neither in nor out.	Nails-Short, black and strong.   	Fault: Down on pasterns



Hindquarters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Correct length and angle of bones give width and substance to hindquarters.  Legs should be strong and well angulated at stifle and hock, short and perpendicular from the hocks to the ground.  Upper and lower thighs are well muscled.  Viewed from behind the rear legs are straight from hip joint to the ground and in the same plane as the forelegs.  Faults: Lack of muscular development or excessive muscularityAsk other presenters if they have anything to add



COAT 

• Outer Coat

• Undercoat

• Furnishings

• Topknot

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outer Coat- Harsh and straight; 2 ½ inches all over the body except the tail, pasterns, rear legs from the hock down, and the feet which are kept free of long hair.  Hair on the ears is kept very short.  The coat is not wavy or curly.  Hair on the foreface is shorter than that on the body.  It is kept short around the vent and trimmed between the pads.   Undercoat- Short and soft.  The undercoat is affected by climate and environment.  A dog living in a cool, moist kennel will grow a more abundant undercoat than a dog living in a warm, dry apartment.Furnishings- Softer than body coat. The forelegs are slightly feathered to the pasterns. The neck is well furnished with hair forming a protective ruff which starts behind or in front of the ears and flows into the apron in front of the dog. What distinguishes the ruff is not excessive length, but the pattern in which it grows. The ruff protects the throat from injury and is a distinctive characteristic of the breed, therefore the throat should not be bare. A bare throat, not correct, can sometimes be seen in the ring in an effort to make the muzzle appear stronger. Topknot- The topknot covers only the top of the skull and is of finer and softer texture than the rest of the coat  There should be a definite contrast in color.  Blue and Tan -Silver or a lighter shade than head color. Red or Sandy-Silver or a lighter shade of body coat. � 	



COLOR

• Two basic color patterns
• Three colors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The breed comes in two basic color patterns and three colors.  Colors:  Blue and tan, solid sandy and solid red.Blue and tan-  Blue:  dark blue, steel blue, dark gray-blue, or silver-blue.  In silver-blues, each hair carries blue and silver alternating with the darker color at the tips.  Tan markings (not sandy or red), as rich as possible, on face, ears, underbody, lower legs and feet, and around vent and on rear facing side of tail.  The richer the color and more clearly defined the better.  The agouti color pattern does appear in the breed (alternating bands of  blue and silver with the darker color at the tips).  Sometimes in blues you will find dark tips on the body coat which gradually lightens towards the root.Sandy or Red- any shade of solid sandy or solid red, the clearer the better.  Any color from light sandy to deep red is correct.Faults: All black body coat in the adult dog.  Tan smut in the blue portion of the coat, or dark smut in sandy/red coated dogs.  In any color, white markings on chest or feet are to be penalized.  “All black body coat” means an all black jacket, not a solid black dog with no tan markings.  In other words, solid black must not replace the blue in the blue portion of the coat.  After 12 months of age the blue & tan coat should show evidence of blue in the jacket.  Letter for judges on Color is included in the package.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of Blue: Top row left to right-1. young dog with coat in transition to blue, 2.  mature dog blue coat, sl. 3 steel to silver-blue.Second row left to right-4. steel- blue,  5. steel- blue, 6. gray blue.In reference to silver-blue, the color of the thighs of the 1st dog would be the body coat color of a silver-blue.See slide 46 for an example of the agouti pattern (Forequarters slide).Notice the color of the tan on the above dogs:   it is tan, which is correct, not red.   The top right dog has a correct silver topknot.         



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of RedMore examples of correct coat color.  Any color from light sandy to darkest red is correct.  The color of the hair on the dogs butt is usually a lighter color than the hair on the side of the leg on all colors ( blue & tan, red and sandy).  



• Moving freely with good reach and drive

• No wasted motion and no bounce to the backline

MOVEMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Aussie Terriers were bred to be tireless workers, able to cover rough terrain and great distances.  This athletic ability is as important today as it was in the past. Notice the position of the ears when the dog is moving, they may lack back.



Side Gait

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Viewed from the side, the legs move in a ground-covering stride. The front leg reaches well in front of the dog’s body.  The rear foot steps into the spot just left by the front foot  with no gap (see white arrow); while this is happening, the other rear leg is extended back behind the body.  



FRONT GAIT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When viewed from the front, the forelegs move true, without looseness of shoulder, elbow or pastern.  The legs move in parallel planes to the centerline of travel.  As the dog moves at a faster trot, the legs may converge toward the centerline of travel, but the legs remain straight, even as they flex or extend.  The movement is with forward reach,  but not upward or outward.



REAR GAIT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 The rear legs are straight from the hip joint to the the pad and move in parallel planes to the centerline of travel, moving in the same plane as the front legs. As the dog moves at a faster trot, the legs may converge toward the centerline of travel, but the legs remain straight even as they flex 	or extend. The hindquarters must have power and drive, with free movement of stifles and hocks.   



• Spirited
• Alert
• Courageous
• Self-confident
• Friendly & Affectionate

Temperament

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aussie Terriers have a natural aggressiveness of a ratter and hedge hunter.   They are Friendly and Affectionate as Companions.Faults: shyness and aggressiveness towards peopleAsk if other presenters have something to add



Problems found in the breed

• Short upper arm
• Physical structure that doesn’t allow a ground 

covering stride
• Lack of prominent forechest & buttocks
• Necks that reach straight up and not forward
• Excessively long necks
• Straight necks without arch
• Excessive size and coarseness
• Wide skull
• Short snipey muzzle
• Topknot that is not lighter than the rest of the head
• Black Coats

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The above list will change with what is seen in the breed over time.  The layback of shoulder has been improving but not the length of the upper arm.  Judges should be aware that the standard states rear feet should meet the ground in the same prints as left by the front feet, with no gap between them.  All too often in the ring today dogs with large gaps beneath them are being seen.  This would lead to examining the proportions and angles to see if they meet the standard’s description.  Also seen is the incorrect Black coat color in an adult that has not transitioned to Blue or has been colored to black & red.



Puppies In The Ring

What Should You See?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Answer- the elements of correct breed type:  Heads are long, ears set on high but well apart, with flat skull, light colored, soft silky topknot, strong muzzle with powerful jaws. Long arched neck reaching forward as well as up, blending into well laid back shoulders, with upper arms of equal length.  Front legs are set well under the body, back is short in comparison to the length of body, loins are strong with slight tuck-up.  	Tails are set on high.  Rear angulation is excellent with that essential something:  buttocks that stop a hand as it goes down the backside from behind the tail,Well turned stifle with hocks well let down.  Some puppies with harsher coats may be slow to develop furnishings.Proportions are not yet set.  Some at 6-9 months may be too long in back, some at 9-12 months are all legs.  Until their chests drop and fill in, there may be some looseness at the elbows.  Puppies should not look like miniature adults,  but the elements of breed type and structure must be present, enabling them to move in a ground covering stride.    



Focus on the distinctive features

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a summary of the features of the breed:Proportions - Back slightly longer than the dog’s height from withers to ground; Body -long with distinctive keel, prominent forechest and buttocks.Head - long with flat skull slightly longer than wide, slight stop, and muzzle of equal length.Coat –  Soft silky topknot of silver color or lighter color than the head.  Double coated with a 2 ½ “ harsh outer coat and  soft undercoat.  Furnishings softer on the side of the neck forming the ruff and down to the apron and the feathering on the forelegs. Colors – Blue-and-Tan, Solid Red and Solid Sandy.                    Blue:  silver blue, dark grey blue, steel-blue, dark blue.                    Solid Red or Sandy: any color from light to darkGait – Smooth and free with reach and drive.



CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BREED
• Proportions - Back slightly longer than the dog’s height from withers to ground. 

• Body -long with distinctive keel, prominent forechest and buttocks.

• Head - long with flat skull slightly longer than wide, slight stop, and muzzle of equal length.

• Coat – Soft silky topknot of silver color or lighter color than the head.  Double coated with a 2 ½ “ harsh outer 

coat and  soft undercoat.  Furnishings softer on the side of the neck forming the ruff and down to the apron and 

the feathering on the forelegs. 

• Colors – Blue-and-Tan, Solid Red and Solid Sandy.

Blue:  silver blue, dark grey blue, steel-blue, dark blue.

Solid Red or Sandy: any color from light to dark

• Gait – Smooth and free with reach and drive.



Examining the Australian Terrier

The breed’s naturalness is an important characteristic.  It 
is not flashy, exotic, extreme or exaggerated. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Note for presenters -  Use live dogs, if possible.  If not, use photosArticles -Judging the  Australian Terrier and Judging the Australian Terrier-  A Guide to Examination are included in your packet  and are also available on the ATCA website,  www.australianterrier.org



THE  AUSSIE - BUILT FOR VERSATILITY

Australian Terriers were bred to be jacks and jills of 
all trades around farms, and their duties included 
herding livestock, killing vermin and venomous 
snakes. 

They are a fast, agile, independent working dog.



Australian Terriers can be great 
performance dogs. 



and 
to curl up on the hearth at night.

They are game enough for the 
chase during the day 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The dog sleeping with the lamb was as feisty as can be, but he adopted the orphan lamb.



Australian Terriers are game for any 
activity with their humans, be it sailing, 
dock diving or offering comfort
as a therapy dog.
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The Judges Education Committee thanks the authors, contributors and 
compilers of the ATCA publication,  The Australian Terrier: An Illustrated 
Clarification of The Standard, and to the many talented photographers 
whose pictures are used here.  Thanks also to the ATCA Members and 
Sanctioned Presenters whose proposals, comments, and helpful input 
have made this presentation possible. 

The ATCA Judges Education Committee, 2016-17
Jane Tenor, Co-Chair

Kerrie Bryan, Co-Chair
Sue Bachman
Carol Sazama

Ida Ellen Weinstock



This presentation is the intellectual property 
of the Australian Terrier Club of America, Inc. 
(ATCA) and may not be reproduced, altered, 
or used wholly or in part without the express 
written permission of the ATCA.
Copies may be made for personal use only.
Copyright 2016 Australian Terrier Club of 
America, Inc.



THE END 
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